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LAND-USE POLICY ACCORDING PLOT RATIO NUMBER OF STOREYS
TO THE TERRITORY PLAN Gross Floor Area/Area of Site

B11 0.80 3

B12 0.65 2

Residential Core 0.5 for street facing 2 (allows attics and
(A10 overlay – excluding developments or 0.35 basements)
Residential Core areas from rear-garden
within B areas) (traditional dual occupancies)

developments

Suburban 0.35 2 (does not allow
attics and basements)

For more information regarding land-use policies and building regulations refer to the
Territory Plan Online. This site combines the Written Statement and the associated maps:

� http://www.actpla.act.gov.au/tplan/index.htm

A SUMMARY OF THE PRECINCTS
A summary of the planning strategies, studies and ideas for investigation for all the
precincts can be found at the The Dickson Neighbourhood Plan map on page 61.

A summary of plot ratios and building heights for the residential areas is as follows:
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THE COMMERCIAL AND RETAIL HUB
Territory Plan Land-Use Policy: ‘Commercial’

Future character: An attractive, vibrant and progressive centre,
providing employment, education, shopping and leisure choices;
a hub attracting local people and others from the surrounding
region.

Proposed planning studies:
~ Design Study to investigate possibility of increasing

residential development including shop-top housing,
feasibility of pedestrianising Woolley Street, and improving
the links to the Community Precinct

~ Local Area Traffic Management Study to assess traffic,
parking and general transport needs

THE COMMUNITY PRECINCT
Territory Plan Land-Use Policy: ‘Entertainment, Accommodation
and Leisure’

Future character: A community-focused precinct in a park-like
landscape setting; strong links to the commercial precinct,
providing a range of community facilities, entertainment,
recreation and leisure options, with a focus on greater
opportunities for social interaction.

Proposed studies/strategies:
~ Design Study to investigate stronger links between the

community precinct and Dickson’s Commercial and Retail Hub

~ partner with the Sullivans Creek Catchment Group to
investigate options for improving the biodiversity and general
amenity of the concrete stormwater drain

THE URBAN HOUSING AREA
Territory Plan Land-Use Policy: Residential’
(sections are variously B11, B12, B13)

Future character: An urban area offering
townhouse and apartment-style dwellings
(generally two-three storeys; or up to nine
storeys in sections adjoining Northbourne
Avenue) set in established landscape
setting, particularly fine avenue plantings.

Ideas for investigation:
~ Explore options for increasing public

open space

~ Promote best practice in high quality
sustainable design

~ Encourage a diverse cultural and socio-
economic mix, including public housing

Key references:

~ Section Master Plans

~ "Affordable Housing in the ACT –  a
Strategy for Action"

THE CENTRAL RESIDENTIAL
PRECINCT
Territory Plan Land-Use Policy: both ‘Residential
Core’ and ‘Suburban’ areas according to Variation to
the Territory Plan 200. The extent of ‘Residential
Core’ will be reviewed for Dickson when the result
of the proposed study is available. If the extent of
the ‘Residential Core’ area changes, a variation to
the Territory Plan will be necessary.

Proposed planning study (for completion by end
2003):
~ Urban Planning Feasibility Study to investigate

the former Dickson Interim Community
Reference Panel’s idea of reducing the number
of sections in the ‘Residential Core’ and
providing more mixed use – including
residential – in the Commercial and Retail Hub.

Future character: 

A range of dwellings types set in an established
landscape setting, particularly fine avenues and
generous garden spaces.  Dwellings will cater for
smaller households, including couples without
children, the elderly and younger people.

THE EASTERN ‘SUBURBAN’
AREA
Territory Plan Land-Use Policy:  ‘Suburban’
according to Variation to the Territory Plan
No. 200

Future character: A peaceful area
incorporating high-quality residential
amenity with a predominance of detached
family-oriented housing with scope for
supportive (eg aged care) on standard or
consolidated blocks

Planning strategies:
~ new dwellings to be sympathetic to the

desired future character

~ maintain and enhance the existing areas
of open space

~ enrich biodiversity and encourage wildlife
by planting native trees and shrubs
where appropriate

THE DICKSON
NEIGHBOURHOOD
PLAN
This drawing shows the five
precincts of Dickson, lists the Land-
Use Policy under the Variation to the
Territory Plan No. 200 (where it
applies), summarises the desired
future character, and highlights key
planning strategies, studies or ideas
to achieve the desired future
character.  Please refer to Part 2 – A
Vision for Dickson, The
Neighbourhoods and/or the Territory
Plan for more comprehensive
information.

Dickson Neighbourhood Plan ~ Precinct Summary as at August 2003

To be reviewed after completion of various studies detailed below.

‘Residential Core’ as per
Variation to the Territory
Plan 200

KEY
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How the plan will be implemented
All people with an interest in Dickson will have a role in implementing the actions and
ensuring that activities undertaken in the suburb are consistent with the intent of the Plan’s
strategies.  This means that individuals, interest and industry groups, the community and
the ACT Government need to work together to help the neighbourhood achieve its vision.
Actions where the ACT Government is the lead partner will be considered for
implementation subject to funding and the priorities for Government programs that are
established Canberra wide. 

The Community Planning Forum that will include Dickson will have a role in monitoring the
implementation and will provide feedback to the ACT Government as part of the annual
review process.

Key studies to be undertaken are:

� Urban Planning Feasibility Study to investigate the Dickson Interim Community
Reference Panel’s idea of reducing the number of sections in the Residential Core and
providing more mixed use – including residential – in the Commercial and Retail hub;

� Feasibility study to investigate pedestrianising Woolley Street and improving the links
to the Community Precinct;

� Design study to investigate stronger links within and between the community precinct
and neighbouring areas;

� Local Area Traffic Management Study to assess traffic, parking and general transport
needs;

� Review of Infrastructure Planning for Sullivans Creek; and

� A planning/design study for Section 72 to improve links and connections to
surrounding areas.

Where to from here?3
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How the plan will be reviewed
A major and comprehensive review of the Dickson Neighbourhood Plan is proposed to be
conducted seven years after the commencement of the Plan. The review process will seek
to ensure that the Dickson Neighbourhood Plan remains responsive to the changing
physical, social, environmental and demographic characteristics of the neighbourhood.
The process will also help ensure that ACT Government expenditure programs and services
delivered to the neighbourhood remain attuned to the needs of the neighbourhood.  The
review process is critical, as the development of the neighbourhood should remain
consistent with the vision, objectives and design principles set out in this Plan.  Minor
reviews will be conducted prior to the seven-year time frame, although this will be
dependent on major changes in policy framework and will only be conducted by an agreed
process.  In addition to the seven-year review, the Community Planning Forum, in
conjunction with the ACT Government, will be required to report annually on the
implementation of the Plan and the effectiveness of the strategies and actions in the Plan
for helping the neighbourhood reach its vision.

It is important to note that although a Neighbourhood Plan may recommend changes to the
Territory Plan, a Neighbourhood Plan has no effect to the extent of any inconsistencies with
the Territory Plan.  Where relevant, policies to implement strategies in this Neighbourhood
Plan will be proposed for incorporation in the Territory Plan through the Draft Variation
process.
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About Neighbourhood Planning

WHAT IS NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING?
Neighbourhood Planning is about planning for people.  It means involving Canberrans in
the decisions that affect the suburbs where they may live, work, learn, play and invest.
Neighbourhood Planning is about enhancing the quality of life of a neighbourhood and
ensuring its social, environmental and economic sustainability.  It is about balancing the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their
own needs.  Neighbourhood Planning is not about retaining the status quo but ensuring
that in those suburbs where change is occurring rapidly, that this change is sympathetic to
the existing neighbourhood character and that the desirable environmental and social
qualities so appreciated in Canberra are maintained.  Importantly, this understanding of
neighbourhood values needs to acknowledge the wider Canberra setting of which the
neighbourhood is a part.  This will enhance the likelihood of the neighbourhood achieving
its vision.

WHAT ARE THE CORE PRINCIPLES OF
NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANNING?

There are six core principles of Neighbourhood Planning in the ACT:

� collaboration – communities, interest groups and the Government working togeth-
er to identify issues and possible options to resolve those issues;

� partnerships – individuals, interest and industry groups, communities and the
Government working together to help the neighbourhood achieve its vision;

� representativeness – the process is open to all those who live, work, learn, play
and invest in the neighbourhood; 

� sustainability – continued development and change to accommodate economic and
population growth but in a manner which upholds community values, conserves natu-
ral resources, safeguards ecological systems, achieves reductions in the level of green-
house gas emissions, and establishes the ACT as a model living environment for the
21st century;

� dynamism – the plan is not static and will be reviewed in order to respond to
change; and

� transparency – the process maximises the free exchange of information and ideas.

Appendix 1

The Neighbourhood Planning
Process and Methodology
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WHAT IS A NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN?
A Neighbourhood Plan is a document that provides a future direction for a neighbourhood
and the strategies required to create that future. The Plan is divided into a number of
discrete parts.  Part 1 provides the strategic overview of the neighbourhood.  Part 2
highlights the neighbourhood’s character and its vision for the future, and details the
strategies and ideas to achieve the Vision. Part 3 explains "Where to from here?".

WHAT COLLABORATION ACTIVITIES HAVE
OCCURRED?
Neighbourhood Planning seeks the views of a wide variety of stakeholders, including those
who do not normally participate in planning activities.  To this end, the following
collaborative techniques have been undertaken during 2002:

� an Open Forum Workshop at Dickson College on 1 May 2002;

� a Householder Survey and a Business Owner and Employee Survey held mid-May to
early June 2002;

� visits to Daramalan College, Dickson College, Blue Gum School and Emmaus Christian
School during August and September 2003;

� two 2-hour Focus Group sessions attended by a variety of Dickson-based community
groups and businesses from the Dickson shopping centre on 16 September 2003; and

� a Moving Forward Together workshop held at the Pavilion on Northbourne Hotel on
19 November 2002.

For more detailed information regarding the results of the collaborations, please refer to
Reflecting Dickson: a summary.  For the planning strategies developed to address the
issues highlighted above please refer to Part 2.  The large range of aspirations, issues and
ideas gathered during the various collaboration activities has directly influenced the devel-
opment of this Dickson Neighbourhood Plan.  To obtain a copy of resources used in the
development of the Dickson Neighbourhood Plan, please refer to the Neighbourhood
Planning website at:

� http://www.actpla.act.gov.au/plandev/neighbourhood_plans/index.htm

� or contact the Neighbourhood Planning and Community Partnerships Team on 6205 0087.
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DEVELOPMENT OF PART 2 – THE VISION,
PLANNING STRATEGIES AND FUTURE
CHARACTER
In this part of the Neighbourhood Plan, Dickson a vision for the whole of the suburb has
been written and Dickson has been divided into five precincts.  A precinct is an area that
has a special character, usually its land use, and is distinct from the rest of the
neighbourhood.  The Planning Strategies that have been written under a particular precinct
do not necessarily apply or have relevance to the other precincts in the neighbourhood. 

In order to understand the vision that has been prepared by the Interim Community
Reference Panel for Dickson, it is relevant to understand the neighbourhood’s issues,
concerns and what they value in Dickson.  This information was drawn from those with an
interest in Dickson, through a range of collaboration activities. 

The Dickson Interim Community Reference Panel was established to provide input into the
"Revealing Dickson" document and also to prepare a Vision for Dickson. The Revealing
Dickson document was a product of the Moving Forward Together workshop.  The structure
of this workshop, held in November 2002, allowed participants to listen to some
presentations, and then work with facilitators to capture their ideas.  Questions were
structured around three themes that regularly emerged as issues in the previous
collaborations:

� Traffic, Parking and transport;

� Open space, shops and facilities; and 

� Housing and landscape.   

Both Government Agencies and the Dickson Interim Community Reference Panel were
asked to comment on the feasibility of these ideas and their responses have been
documented in Revealing Dickson.

The large range of aspirations, issues and ideas gathered during the various collaboration
activities has directly influenced the development of the Dickson Neighbourhood Plan.
This part of the Neighbourhood Plan has used the vision and values of the neighbourhood
to help describe a future character.  To reach the future character of a precinct area, a
number of planning strategies have been listed to ensure the vision is achieved.  Finally,
appropriate/suitable ideas have been listed from the Moving Forward Together workshop
that support these strategies.  The ideas may need further investigation or studies
undertaken to assess their feasibility.

The strategies in the Dickson Neighbourhood Plan should be read in association with the
Territory Plan and any other relevant ACT Government standards and guidelines.  No part
of this Neighbourhood Plan overrides the Territory Plan.  Where relevant, policies to
implement strategies in this Neighbourhood Plan will be proposed for incorporation in the
Territory Plan through the draft Variation process.
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Relevant documents include but are not limited to the following:

� The Territory Plan 2002

� Dickson Section Master Plan (July 2003)

� Review of Infrastructure Planning for Sullivans Creek Catchment (June 2003)

� High Quality Sustainable Design in the ACT: Streamlined and Refined (March 2003)

� Designing for High Quality and Sustainability: Moving Towards High Quality Outcomes
(June 2001) (Please note: this document and ‘High Quality Sustainable Design in the
ACT’ are to be read in conjunction.)

� People, Place, Prosperity: A Policy for Sustainability in the ACT (March 2003)

� The Guide to High Quality Residential Development in the ACT (July 2002)

� Your Canberra Your Say: a report to the community of Canberra on issues and ideas for
the future of Canberra – part of the Canberra Plan Process (December 2002)

� Your Canberra Your Future: Changes and Challenges – part of the Canberra Plan
Process (July 2002)

� Safe Routes Pilot Study (September 2001)

� Canberra Bicycle 2000 – A Bicycle Strategy for the ACT (1997)

� ACT Parking and Vehicular Access Guidelines (October 2000)

These documents can either be downloaded from ACTPLA’s website at:

� http://www.actpla.act.gov.au/

� or by visiting ACTPLA at 16 Challis Street Dickson

� or by telephoning the Neighbourhood Planning and Community Partnerships Team on
6205 0087.
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16 Challis Street, Dickson

PO Box 1908 Canberra City ACT 2601

TEL: 02 6207 1923  FAX: 02 6207 1925

ACTPLA WEBSITE: www.actpla.act.gov.au
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